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just how cruel can girls be when things don't go their
way?

It’s an hour before the Head Girl is announced and with four teenage girls
talking about their plans for the future, tensions turn nasty as they realise that
things might not have worked out the way they planned. Watch the four young
ladies manipulate and bully each other in a fierce battle to determine who will
be next year’s Head Girl. Sharp, witty and at times incredibly dark, Numbers
reminds us just how cruel girls can be.

Kieron Barry’s dark comedy is about the pressure on teenagers to succeed, and
how it can change them beyond recognition. Chosen as one of 100 great plays
for women by Lucy Kerbel who called it ‘sharp and funny, terrifying and
inspiring… an impressive account of cruel sophistication, wit and savagery with
which young women can destroy one another’.

Gone Rogue return for the fifth successive year following their recent smash-hits
Dogfight and Tape. Covering musicals, theatre and comedy, the company was
founded for the 2012 Edinburgh Fringe and is presenting five shows at the
Edinburgh Festival Fringe this year, including Ordinary Days and A Number, for a
total of 15 since their foundation.

Previous Reviews for Gone Rogue Productions

‘An engaging alternative to the more prolific acts at the Fringe’ HHHH
BroadwayBaby.com

‘the strength of the acting and the writing keep the action engrossing’
HHHH ThreeWeeks

www.perform.susu.org/gonerogue
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vibrant vivacious variety
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Numbers
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ten word blurb

Who will be head girl? Four teen girls are about to find out.

twenty word blurb

Who will be head girl? Four teen girls are about to find out. Sharp, witty and
dark comedy sees tensions turn nasty.

fringe programme 40-word blurb

Sharp, witty and dark comedy follows four teenage girls an hour before head
girl is announced and, as tensions turn nasty, we are reminded just how
cruel girls can be when things don't go their way.

fringe web blurb

A dark comedy focusing on four teenage girls an hour before head girl is
announced. The girls talk about their plans for the future after sixth form,
and tensions turn nasty as they realise that things might not have worked
out the way they planned. Deemed one of the top 100 plays for women by
Lucy Kerbel, watch the four young ladies manipulate and bully each other in
a fierce battle to determine who will be next year’s head girl. Sharp, witty
and at times incredibly dark, Numbers reminds us just how cruel girls can be.
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